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Welcome!
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Agenda

I. Opening Remarks
• Welcome 

• Overview & Objectives

II. Notice of Award

• Roles & Responsibilities

III. Getting Started

• Developing your Workplan

IV. Endangered Species Act

• Award Term #25

• Delegated Roles and Responsibilities

• Consultation Overview

V. National Historic Preservation Act

• Award Term #26

• Delegated Roles and Responsibilities

• Consultation Overview

VI. Question & Answer

VII. Closing Remarks 

Overview & Objectives 
o Introductions

o Webinar Goals & Objectives

o Agenda
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Tools and Resources Tables
Learn ing ESA and NHPA

New Tools for 

Recipients



Notice of Award
You received an award, now what? 



Notice of Award
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Understanding Roles & Responsib i l i t ies

• Award Terms & Conditions
o State Formula Grants: Phase 1

o Award Term 24: Environmental Compliance

o Award Term 25: Endangered Species Act Compliance Reviews

o Award Term 26: Historic Preservation

•  Recipient Acceptance
o Roles & Responsibilities

•  Use of Grant Funds
o Generally, may be used to complete TC25 and TC26

o Contact IBC Awarding Officer for additional details



Non-Federal Representative
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Delegated Responsibilities to Grant Recipients 
1. Prepare compliance documentation and consultation materials.

2. Maintain and submit documentation for the Administrative Record.

3. Initiate informal and assist with formal consultation.

Tip: Recommended Qualifications

  This is to help recognize the minimum expertise generally necessary
 for performing professionally credible work within the field.

 ESA:   Degree in Biology, Natural Resources, or similar.
 NHPA:  Degree in History, Archaeology, Architecture

DOI Secretary Professional Qualification Standards
https://www.doi.gov/pam/asset-management/historic-preservation/pqs 

Understanding Roles & Responsib i l i t ies

Only you know your projects!

https://www.doi.gov/pam/asset-management/historic-preservation/pqs
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Retention requirements for records

3 years 

from date of the submission of the 

final expenditure report 

2 CFR 200.334

Note…



Understanding Award Term 24
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Reminder….

Envi ronmenta l  Compl iance
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Common Misconceptions Actualities

1 - Use a Categorical Exclusion (CE) to 

exempt Recipients from ESA and NHPA 

requirements.

• Use of a CE is specific to NEPA procedures. 

• A CE exempts from “formal” preparation of EA or EIS.

• A CE often requires “informal” documentation. 

• ESA and NHPA statutory requirement still apply when a CE is 

used. 

• “Extraordinary Circumstances” elevate NEPA level of analysis.  

2 - Award terms and conditions 25 and 26 

do not require grant recipient to prepare 

and submit documentation demonstrating 

compliance. 

 

• Under ESA§7 and NHPA§106, the ultimate responsibility for 

compliance belongs to the federal action agency (OWPO). 

• Recipients are the operational experts and designated to help 

streamline the process. 

As the designated representative all grant recipients are 

responsible for:
1. preparing information, analyses, and recommendations as 

well as conduct informal consolations and initial engagements 

on behalf of OWPO. 

2. providing OWPO with the information needed to properly 

characterize impacts as well as maintain supportive project 

files that substantiate the associated determinations.
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Common Misconceptions Actualities

3 – Efforts are restorative in nature and 

should not be considered destructive nor 

as construction.

• ESA & NHPA require PROACTIVE consideration of 

potential impacts from proposed federal “actions” and 

“undertakings.”

• “Actions” and “undertakings” are broadly defined to include 

federal authorization on projects, lands, and providing funding 

opportunities.

4 – The proposed action will take place in 

an area that is previously disturbed or near 

areas with high levels of human 

disturbance (e.g., urban areas, housing 

developments).

• Disturbances frequently occurred prior to passage of many 

environmental statutes.

• Dated and/or incomplete understanding of ancestral uses and 

historic properties.

• Vegetative succession changes disturbance levels and habitat 

quality over time.

• Urban areas occur within the biological and cultural 

landscapes albeit heavily modified at times.



Understanding Award Term 25
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Applies to all federal 

“Actions”

Endangered Species Act

Excerpt only



Understanding Award Term 26
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Excerpt only

Applies to all federal 

“Undertaking”

Nat ional  His tor ic  Preservat ion Act



Streamlined Processing
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Coord inat ing Submit ta ls

Recipient Submittals
TO: Primary OWPO Contact assigned EPS

CC: environmentalcompliance_orphanedwells@ios.doi.gov

Encouraging Coordinated Submittals

• Award Term 25 “10-day” clock applies only to ESA “No 

Effect” determinations submitted by the Recipient. 

• Resolution of any “May Affect” determinations are 

subject to ESA statutory timelines. 

• Historic properties are subject to NHPA statutory 

timelines. 

1) Project Description
2) ESA§7 documentation

3) NHPA§106 documentation

New eMai l

mailto:environmentalcompliance_orphanedwells@ios.doi.gov
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OWPO Submittal Processing
• The 10-day clock will be counted in terms of a OWPO business day. 

• An OWPO business day is defined as Monday through Friday, from 8am to 5pm Mountain, 

 excluding federal holidays and events qualifying under OMB administrative leave procedures 

 (e.g., weather and safety dismissals).

• Day 0: Recipient submission date. 

• Day 1: begins at 8 am Mountain on the first OWPO business day following the submission.  

• Day 10: ends at 5pm Mountain on the tenth OWPO business day following the submission.

Streamlined Processing
Coord inat ing Submit ta ls

OWPO Submittal Prioritization
• 1st = complete packages submitted by a Grant Recipient for the first time, keep as many recipients 

moving forward as early as possible.

• 2nd = subsequent packages submitted by a Grant Recipient that are complete.

• 3rd = incomplete packages that only contain TC25 (ESA) documentation.

• 4th = incomplete packages that only contain TC26 (NHPA) documentation.
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Streamlined Processing
Coord inat ing Submit ta ls

OWPO Submittal Determinations
 ESA

o If OWPO accepts a preliminary ESA “No Effect” determination(s), the Grant Recipient is notified via email 

from the Environmental Compliance Inbox no later than 5pm Mountain on the 10th business day following the 

submission. If you have not heard from OWPO by 10th day, preliminary ESA determination has been 

accepted. 

▪ Every effort will be made to review ESA expeditiously and notify grant recipients prior to expiration of 

the 10-day clock provided NHPA documentation has been accepted by OWPO and is ready to 

distribute to NHPA Consulting Parties. 

o If OWPO, does not accept the preliminary ESA “No Effect” determination, the 10-day clock stops until the 

grantee resolves the concerns identified – providing time for coordination between the parties – and the 

Grant Recipient will be notified.

o The 10-Day clock does not “reset” at any point. 

NHPA
o The 10-Day clock does not apply to preliminary NHPA determinations. 

o NHPA Consulting Parties have up to 30 days to review and respond. 

o Tribal Nations may voice interest/ request consult at any time for projects using federal funding. 



The BIG Three

1. Project Scope & Description 

2. ESA§7 Documentation

3. NHPA§106 Documentation
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To proceed with project implementation, Grant Recipients must receive an affirmative OWPO acknowledgement 

that signifies agreement with preliminary ESA and NHPA determinations, denoting that all documentation has been 

accepted into the Administrative Record.  

Coord inat ing Submit ta ls

All documentation must be received BEFORE a clearance to proceed will be issued by OWPO



5-minute BREAK

• Please take this opportunity to place all 

questions related to this section in the chat. 

• We are all learning and encourage you to share. 

Your thoughts will spark thoughts and ideas in 

others.  

• Contributions to the chat will be used in the 

development of future FAQs, webinars, and 

tools. 
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Return Time: 12:46



Getting Started
Developing your Workplan

Obtaining Clearance to proceed



Getting Started
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1) Strategize 
• Workplan Scope

• Recommended Workplan Prioritization

• Workplan and Project Descriptions 

Encouraging Workplan 

Prioritization
Priority Infrastructure Ground 

Disturbance

1 Existing

No new – temporary or permanent
None

2 Existing expansion, removal, or demolition

New – temporary
Minor

3 Existing expansion, removal, or demolition

New – temporary and/or permanent 
Major

4 Full site remediation

New – temporary and/or permanent 
Major

Developing Your  Workplan

As a stand-alone action, inserting a well plug into existing 

infrastructure is unlikely to be characterized as “new” 

infrastructure.



Getting Started
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2) Compile EID 
• EID – Environmental Information Documentation

• Recipient submittal package:

o General Requirement: Project Scope & Description 

o TC25: Endangered Species Compliance Reviews

o TC:26 Historic Preservation

Develop ing Your  Workplan

New Tool for Recipients

• Optional Checklist: EID
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Coordinating early and often with sister agencies and 
integrating existing state resources is key. 

Tip:



Award Term 25
Endangered Species Act
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Tip:
Engage with your State wildlife agencies and local FWS 

Ecological Services Office to better understand the range 

and occurrence of species and critical habitats. 

NMFS
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Developing a Preliminary “Effects Determination”
Endangered Species Act
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What is an Action Area?
Endangered Species Act

Definition 50 CFR §402.2

• All areas affected directly or indirectly by the Federal action and not merely the immediate area 

involved in the action. 

• Not limited to the “footprint of the action nor is it limited by the Federal action agency’s authority.

• A biological determination of the reach of the proposed action on listed species based on the 

subsequent analyses of the environmental baseline, effects of the action, and levels of incidental 

take are based upon the action area.

FWS &/or NMFS can only consult when an action area is properly defined.
Federal Action Agency documentation must contain a description of the action area. 
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Define Action Area

FWS

NOAA NMFS

Endangered Species Act
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Identification of Species & Critical Habitat
Endangered Species Act

https://ipac.ecosphere.fws.gov/

List only valid for 90 days

The ESA Tools & Resources Table 

provides resources for 

OFFSHORE actions
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TC25: ESA Effects Determination Table

New Tool for Recipients
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ESA§7 Consultation Flowchart

Provides detailed 

consultation flowcharts 

 

ESA Tools & 

Resources Table
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Defines Action 

Area

Uses IPaC to 

obtain list

Prepares 

Preliminary 

Effects 

Determination

Conducts 

Research

No Effect

May Effect

OWPO accepts

OWPO passback

Award Term 25 

Met

Recipient refines OWPO accepts

Will Modify or 

Destroy

Likely to 

Adversely Affect 

or Jeopardize

OWPO leads 

Formal Consultation
Not Likely to 

Adversely Affect 

or Jeopardize

Will Not Modify 

or Destroy

Recipient notifies 

OWPO & initiates 

Informal Consultation
FWS/NMFS non-concurrence

FWS/NMFS concurrence

Recipient refines

Recipient notifies OWPO
Recipient 

notifies 

OWPO

Simplified ESA§7 Workflow

Grant Recipient 
Awarded

Start



Award Term 26
Historic Properties
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Tip:
To get started, use guidance on “how to prepare a 

consultation package” from your State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO)
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Developing a Preliminary “Assessment of Effects” Determination

Nat ional  His tor ic  Preservat ion Act
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Nat ional  His tor ic  Preservat ion Act

Definitions

NHPA Term Definition

Area of Potential 

Effect

The geographic area(s) within which an undertaking may directly or indirectly 

cause alterations in the character of use of historic properties, if any such 

properties exist. 

The APE is influenced by the scale and nature of an undertaking and may vary. 

Historic Property Any prehistoric or historic district, site, building, structure, or object included in, 

or eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. This term 

includes artifacts, records, and remains that are related to and located within 

such properties. The term includes properties of traditional religious and 

cultural importance to an Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization and that 

meet the National Register criteria.

Effect An alteration of the characteristic of a historic property qualifying for inclusion in 

or eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places.
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Area of Potential Effect 
Nat ional  His tor ic  Preservat ion Act
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Identification of Historic Properties
Nat ional  His tor ic  Preservat ion Act
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“Reasonable & Good Faith Effort”
Nat ional  His tor ic  Preservat ion Act

• Take into account past planning, research and studies; the magnitude and nature of the 

undertaking and the degree of federal involvement; the nature and extent of potential effects on 

historic properties; and the likely nature and location of historic properties within the APE.

• The regulations note that a reasonable and good faith effort may consist of or include background 

research, consultation, oral history interviews, sample field investigation, and field survey.

• The regulations contain a post-review discovery provision since a reasonable and good faith effort 

to identify historic properties may not be exhaustive and, therefore, some properties might be 

identified as the project is implemented.

ACHP: Meeting the “Reasonable & Good Faith” Identification Standard in Section 106 Review
https://www.achp.gov/sites/default/files/guidance/2018-05/reasonable_good_faith_identification.pdf 

https://www.achp.gov/sites/default/files/guidance/2018-05/reasonable_good_faith_identification.pdf
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Tribal Engagement & Consultation
Nat ional  His tor ic  Preservat ion Act

1. Grant Recipient compiles contacts
a. Obtain Tribal List from TDAT for Project Areas based on your strategized workplan

b. Obtain Tribal list from State SHPO/THPO (if available) and inquire about any known ancestral interests

c. Cross reference BIA Tribal Leaders Directory

d. Cross reference BIA Indian Lands database for any intersection with your APE

e. Cross reference Tribal Treaty Archives for any intersection with your APE 

  

2. Grant Recipient drafts initial Tribal Engagement materials
a. Prepare draft letter content to gage Tribal interest and requests for any government-to-government consultations. 

b. Prepare draft Tribal response tacking sheet and plan to reengage following initial engagement. 

3. Grant Recipient contacts OWPO for assistance with making initial contact to identified Tribes
❖ No timeline associated with Tribal response, 30-days for review and comment is customary.  

❖ Tribes who attribute religious/cultural significance to a property often request additional time.

❖ OWPO will authorize the start of activities within a reasonable timeframe. 

Example Methodology
The NHPA Tools & Resources Table 

provides resources for 

Tribal Consultation
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Conduct Research 

to Identify 

Properties

Prepare 

Preliminary 

Assessment 

of Effect

Engage Consulting 

Parties to Identify 

Properties

No Potential to 

Cause Effect

OWPO 

accepts

Award Term 26 

Met

Recipient refines

OWPO leads 

Formal Consultation

Consulting 

Parties 

concur

Recipient 

refines

Recipient 

notifies OWPOGrant Recipient 
Awarded

No Adverse 

Effect

Adverse Effect

Recipient 

notifies 

OWPO 

& 

consultations 

initiated*

OWPO accepts

OWPO passback

Recipient 

notifies OWPO

Agreement 

Prepared

Consulting 

Parties 

dispute

Recipient notifies OWPO

Recipient 

notifies OWPO

Simplified NHPA§106 Workflow

Define Area 

of Potential Effect No Historic 

Properties 

Affected

H
is

to
ri
c
 P

ro
p
e
rt

y
 D

e
te

rm
in

a
ti
o
n
s

Start



5-minute BREAK

• Please take this opportunity to place all 

questions related to this section in the chat. 

• We are all learning and encourage you to share. 

Your thoughts will spark thoughts and ideas in 

others.  

• Contributions to the chat will be used in the 

development of future FAQs, webinars, and 

tools. 
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Return Time: 01:31



Wrapping Up
Tips & Takeaways
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Tips and Takeaways
1 Engage OWPO to schedule an ESA / NHPA “kick-off” meeting post-award. 

2 Integrate the use of tools, template, and guidance provided by OWPO. 

3 Recommended qualifications: ESA (Biology Degree) and NHPA (DOI Secretary Professional Standards) 

4 Coordinating early and often with sister agencies and integrating existing state resources is key. 

5 Engage your State wildlife agencies and local FWS Ecological Services Office to better understand the 

range and occurrence of species and critical habitats.

6 A simple conservation measure used to reach a No Effect is to implement the project outside of the 

sensitive timeframe for the specific species. 

7 Engage your SHPO/THPO to better understand historic properties and Tribal ancestral interests. 

9 Use guidance on “how to prepare a consultation package” from your SHPO

10 Focus analyses and discussion on features and characteristics WITHIN the AA and APE. 

11 When in doubt, reach out!! 

12 Use of On-Site Monitors
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On-Site Monitors
 Bio log ica l  & Cul tura l

1) Flexibility
• Reduces seasonal constraints.

• Maximizes project scheduling window.

• Protects multiple interests to reach project completion.

• Good government jobs in multiple fields. 

2) Expertise
• Professional Subject Matter Expertise (SME).

• Holds qualifications to meet regulatory/permitting requirements.

• Implements protocols accepted by scientific community.  

• Experienced with species-specific conservation measures.

• Trained to identify and process unknown or unanticipated 

discoveries (archaeological & historic).

• Prepares documentation to fulfill reporting requirements.  

3) Documentation
• Prepares accurate technical reports.

• Produces required environmental documentation.

• Builds trust and reduces delays with jurisdictional authorities. 

Final Note…
Help transform a legacy of environmental pollution into 

a legacy of environmental stewardship



Up Next: Question & Answer

Thank you!

Questions?

TO: Primary OWPO Contact / assigned EPS

CC: environmentalcompliance_orphanedwells@ios.doi.gov
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